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WestmountMag.ca, is a bilingual online publication 
accessible from any desktop computer, tablet or phone
We publish a newsletter with new articles and columns twice weekly. Our 
‘Urban Lifestyle’ editorial line covers community events, show and movie 
reviews, residential design and architecture, travel and leisure, health 
and wellness, and others topics of interest to our readership. Westmount 
Magazine also offers a directory of merchants and service providers, as 
well as a calendar of events and promotions with categorized subtopics.

Our readers are highly engaged and connected adults from 
Westmount and surrounding municipalities
Since its launch in mid-2016, WestmountMag.ca has had over 300,000 
pages views from more than 95,000 unique visitors, mostly women 
between the ages of 35 and 65, consulting between 2 and 3 articles during 
each visit. All our content is optimized for search engines and our best 
performing channel is organic traffic from keyword searches. 

Our team will ensure your campaign reaches its goals
We can develop turn key advertising solutions, high-performance online 
promotions and advertising campaigns for you, as well as manage all 
your big data into meaningful insights to propel your company forward 
and improve your conversion rates and sales.

Advertising in WestmountMag.ca
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IS WESTMOUNT ONLINE

Contact-us at info@westmountmag.ca to get the latest analytic results for the last 30 days.
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To be found or not  
That is the key question 
Objectives: Qualified visits, 
conversions, leads, sales, ROI
We can help you position your content at 
the top of search results. Our team can 
supervise your paid search campaign 
and take care of optimization in order to 
improve performance over time, build 
your audience and increase your return 
on advertising investment.

Want qualified visits ?  
Opt for an organic positioning
Objectives: Qualified organic search 
results, conversions, sales, ROI

Organic positioning offers the 
highest ROI. WestmountMag.ca has a 
proven track record at offering excellent 
organic search results, and we can help 
position your branded campaigns at the 
top of search results.

Need to increase  
brand awareness ?   
Use slides and ad banners
Objectives: Brand awareness, 
conversions, recall, remarketing

We can advise you on the optimal 
media budget split in order to increase 
your brand’s awareness within your 
target audience. We can also help you 
reach your sales objectives by retargeting 
users who have already shown interest 
in your brand to maximize chances of 
recall and conversions.

Attract, build and engage 
social network communities
Objectives: Brand awareness, fan 
acquisition, surveys, site visits

WestmountMag.ca is a perfect platform 
for social media amplification. We’ll help 
you create and publish targeted content 
that can attract your prospects attention, 
transform your audience into fans and 
clients, engage your community and 
build brand loyalty.

Reach mobile audiences  
on smartphones and tablets
Objectives: Qualified visits, app 
downloads, mobile marketing

WestmountMag.ca is accessible from any 
digital platform, desktop, tablet or phone. 
Our team can advise you on targeting 
strategies to push your content and 
trigger downloads or interactions. We 
can also provide you with ways to keep 
your current clients engaged in the long 
term.

Boost your visibility with 
customized video content
Objectives:  Awareness, qualified site 
visits, conversions, ROI

Video campaigns are ideal to reinforce 
the impact of your promotions. We can 
help you produce great videos and advise 
you on strategies to push your content 
and maximize your message’s reach to 
your target audience.
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DISPLAY ADVERTISING ON THE FEATURED PAGEDISPLAY ADVERTISING ON AN ARTICLE PAGE

GIF ANIMÉ / DIAPORAMA
1048 x 640

GIF ANIMÉ / VIDÉO / DIAPORAMA

690 x 430

SIDEBOX MINCE
310 x 144

SIDEBOX MINCE
310 x 144

SIDEBOX MÉDIUM
310 x 250

GIF ANIMÉ / VIDÉO
310 x 250

SIDEBOX MÉDIUM
310 x 250

SIDEBOX LARGE
310 x 500

SIDEBOX JUMBO
310 x 750

SIDEBOX LARGE
310 x 500

BANNIÈRE PLEINE LARGEUR
1048 x 350

BANNIÈRE MINCE
690 x 95

BANNIÈRE MINCE
690 x 95

BANNIÈRE LARGE
690 x 250

BANNIÈRE LARGE
690 x 250

ANIMATED GIF / SLIDESHOW
1048 x 640

ANIMATED GIF / VIDEO / SLIDESHOW

690 x 430

MINI SIDEBOX
310 x 144

MINI SIDEBOX
310 x 144

MEDIUM SIDEBOX
310 x 250

GIF / VIDEO
310 x 250

MEDIUM SIDEBOX
310 x 250

LARGE SIDEBOX
310 x 500

JUMBO SIDEBOX
310 x 750

LARGE SIDEBOX
310 x 500

FULL WIDTH HEADER LARGE
1048 x 350

BANNER
690 x 95

BANNER
690 x 95

LARGE BANNER
690 x 250

LARGE BANNER
690 x 250

FULL WIDTH HEADER 
1048 x 144
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DISPLAY BANNER ADS, VIDEO BOX AND NATIVE ADVERTISING ON MOBILE

CUSTOM SPONSORSHIP

REGULAR PROFILE

REAL ESTATE LISTING NATIVE ADVERTISINGESSENTIAL PROFILE

NEWSLETTER BANNER
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Example of a typical 3-phase promotion campaign
 
 

Objectives:
PHASE 1:  Develop brand awareness in targeted markets.
PHASE 2:  Establish brand notoriety and credibility with selected audience.
PHASE 3:  Generate engagement leading to conversions and purchases.

PHASE 1  
Develop awareness  
in selected markets
• BUSINESS PROFILE 

showcasing your business 
in the Merchants and 
Services providers section, 
linked to a SIDEBOX 
banner visible on all posts.

• FIRST ADVERTORIAL 
an article that answers 
questions your prospects 
may have and creates 
awareness of your brand. 

• NATIVE ADVERTISING 
inserted in the body of 
your advertorial, promotes 
your brand with client 
testimonials or a call-to-
sign-up to your newsletter. 

PHASE 2  
Establish brand notoriety 
and credibility
• ADVERTORIAL #2, informs of 

the quality of services offered 
and your unique position in 
the market. 

• NATIVE ADVERTISING 
linked to a survey to 
understand the needs 
and expectations of your 
prospects.

• AUDIENCE ANALYSIS, 
to define who are the 
potential prospects and 
where they are at in heir 

purchasing process.

PHASE 3  
Generate engagement, 
conversions and purchases
• ADVERTORIAL #3, informing 

your prospects of your 
expertise and capacity to 
provide quality services.

• NATIVE ADVERTISING 
displaying an offer of 
services and call-to-action 
linked to you PROFILE.

• TARGETED PROMOTIONS 
sent to a select segment of 
prospects in the final stage 
of the purchase process.
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Rates are subject to change without notice. Applicable taxes are not included.


